[Evaluation of the depth of sedation in neurocritical care: clinical scales, electrophysiological methods and BIS].
The primary goal of sedation is to achieve security and comfort of mechanically ventilated ICU patients. Delivery of pharmacologic agents must avoid over sedation, which increases morbidity by prolongation of the duration of mechanical ventilation. Similarly, under sedation may favour life-threatening events such as accidental extubation. Many clinical scales have been generated to regularly measure the level of sedation (consciousness and tolerance to the ICU environment). No electrophysiological monitor (BIS) has proved reliability for measuring the depth of sedation or analgesia yet. The presence of brain damage in ICU patients makes the level of sedation impossible to interpret. Glasgow coma scale, which is exclusively devoted to the consciousness domain, is the only recommendation that can be made in neurocritical care at the present time.